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Two killers are chasing an American man who's about to face cold-blooded terror on a picture-
perfect vacation . . . and discover a truth that could destroy them all.Cool and glamorous, they
appear to be a successful couple on a holiday . . . but Damian and Carrie Rose are psychopathic
murderers for hire. On this picture-perfect vacation island, their target is Peter Macdonald, a
dashing young American who forsakes a life of leisure to confront cold-blooded terror. But when
they clash in a shocking endgame, a hideous truth will emerge -- one that might destroy them all.

About the AuthorJames Patterson is the world's bestselling author. The creator of Alex Cross, he
has produced more enduring fictional heroes than any other novelist alive. He lives in Florida
with his family. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.ReviewIn Season of the
Machete, actor Lou Diamond Phillips does an outstanding job presenting complex accents and
distinctive characterizations, both male and female. His steady tone adds greatly to this story.--
"Publishers Weekly"The audio presentation is well matched to the pace of the action with sound
effects, eerie music, and Lou Diamond Phillips' excellent performance. The versatile actor can
voice characters and suggest with a low-pitched, ominous tone that murder and mayhem are
about to occur. If you like action...enhanced by a good production, you'll like this.-- "AudioFile" --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From AudioFileGory deaths come thick and
fast in this thriller about a married couple of killers for hire who successfully ply their trade on a
tropical isle. Opposing them is American Peter Macdonald. The American government is mixed
up in it all somehow. The audio presentation is well matched to the pace of the action with sound
effects, eerie music, and Lou Diamond Phillips's excellent performance. The versatile actor can
voice characters and suggest with a low-pitched, ominous tone that murder and mayhem are
about to occur. If you like action at the expense of subtlety, enhanced by a good production,
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This book is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents are the product of the
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NumberFor previews of upcoming James Patterson novels and information about the author,
visit wwwjamespatterson.com.April 30, 1980; Turtle BayOn the gleaming white-sand lip of the
next cove, Kingfish and the Cuban can see a couple walking on the beach. They are just stick
figures at this distance. Absolutely perfect victims. Perfect.Hidden in palm trees and sky blue
wild lilies, the two killers cautiously watch the couple slowly come their way and disappear into
the cove.The Cuban wears a skull-tight, red-and-yellow bandanna; rip-kneed khaki trousers;
scuffed, pale orange construction boots from the Army-Navy Store in Miami. The man called
Kingfish has on nothing but greasy U.S. Army khakis.The muscles of both men ripple in the hard,
beating Caribbean sun.The bright sun makes diamonds and blinking asterisks all over the sea. It
glints off a sugar-cane machete hanging from the belt of the Cuban.The weatherbeaten farm
implement is two and a half feet long and sharp as a razor blade.South of their hiding place, a
great wrecked schooner—the Isabelle Anne—sits lonely and absurd, visited only by yellow birds
and fish. Thirty yards farther south, the beach elbows around steep black rocks and makes a
crystal path for walking. At this sharp bend lie reef fish, coral, sargassum, oyster drills, sea
urchins.Soon now, the two killers expect the couple to emerge from the cove and reappear on
the narrow white path. The victims.Perhaps a dark, bejeweled prime minister up on holiday from
South America? Or an American politician with a coin- and milk-fed young woman who was both
secretary and mistress?Someone worth their considerable fees and passage to this serene and
beautiful part of the world. Someone worth $50,000 apiece for less than one week’s
work.Instead, a harmless-looking pair of adolescents turn the seaweed-strewn bend into Turtle
Bay.A bony, long-haired rich boy. A white-blond girl in a Club Mediterranee T-shirt. Americans.On
the run, they clumsily get out of their shirts, shorts, sandals, and underwear. Balls and little tits
naked, they shout something about last one in is a rotten egg and run into the low, starry
waves.Twenty or thirty feet over their heads, seagulls make a sound almost like mountain sheep
bleating.Aaaaaa! Aaaaaa! Aaaaaa! Aaaaaa!The man called Kingfish puts out an expensive
black cigar in the sand. A low, animal moan rises out of his throat.“ We couldn’t have come all
this way to kill these two little shits.”The Cuban cautions him, “Wait and see. Watch them
carefully.”“Aaagghh! Aaagghh!” The boy offers tin-ear bird imitations from the rippling water.The
slender blond girl screams, “I can’t stand it. It’s so goddamn unbelievably beautiful!”She dives
into sparkling aquamarine waves. Surfaces with her long hair plastered against her head. Her



white breasts are small, nubby; up-pointed and rubbery from the cool water.“I love this place
already. Don’t ever want to go back. Gramercy Park—yeck! I spit on East Twenty-third Street.
Yeck! Yahoo! Yow!”The Cuban slowly raises his hand above the blue lilies and prickle bushes.
He waves in the direction of a green sedan parked on a lush hill overlooking the beach.The
sedan’s horn sounds once. Their signal.An eerie silence has come over the place.Heartbeats;
surf; little else.The boy and girl lie on fluffy beach towels to dry under the sun. They close their
eyes, and the backs of their eyelids become kaleidoscopes of changing color.The girl sings,
“‘Eastern’s got my sunshine …’”The boy makes an impolite gurgling sound.As the girl opens one
eye, she feels a hard slap on the top of her head. It is painfully hot all of a sudden, and she feels
dizzy. She starts to say “Aahhh” but chokes on thick, bubbling blood.Pop … pop …The slightest
rifle shots echo in the surrounding hills.Bullets travel out of an expensive West German rifle at
3,300 feet per second.Then Kingfish and the Cuban come and stand over the bodies on the
blood-spotted towels. Kingfish touches the boy’s cheek and produces an unexpected moan,
almost a growl.“I don’t think I like Mr. Damian Rose,” he says in a soft, French-accented voice.
“Very sorry I left Paris now. He’s let this one live … for us.”The dying nineteen-year-old coughs.
Blue eyes rolling, he speaks. “Why?” the boy asks. “Didn’t do anything….”The Cuban swings the
machete high. He chops down as if he were in the thickest jungle brush, as if he were cutting a
tree with a single stroke.Chop, wriggle, lift.The killer meticulously attacks both bodies with the
long broadsword. Clean, hard strokes. Devastating. Blood squirts high and sprays the killer.
Flesh and bone part like air in the path of the razor-sharp knife. Puddles of frothy blood are
quickly soaked up by the sand, leaving dark red stains.When the butchering is over, the Cuban
drives the machete deep into the sand. He sets a red wool hat over the knife’s handle and
hasp.Then both killers look up into the hills. They see the distant figure of Damian Rose beside
the shiny green car. The handsome blond man is motioning for them to hurry back. He is waving
his fancy German rifle high over his head.What they can’t quite see is that Damian Rose is
smiling in triumph.THE PREFACEThe Damian and Carrie Rose DiaryConsider the raw power
and unlimited potential of the good old-fashioned “thrill kill.” Under proper supervision, of
course.The Rose DiaryJanuary 23, 1981; New York CityAt 6:30 A.M. on the twenty-third of
January, the birth date of his only child, Mary Ellen, Bernard Siegel—tall, dark, slightly myopic—
began his “usual” breakfast of loose scrambled eggs, poppyseed bagel, and black coffee at
Wolfs Delicatessen on West Fifty-seventh Street in New York City.After the satisfying meal,
Siegel took a Checker cab through slushy brown snow to 800 Third Avenue. He used his private
collection of seven keys to let himself into the modern dark-glass building, then into the offices of
the publisher par excellence for whom he worked, and finally into the largest small office on that
floor—his office—to try to get some busywork done before the many-too-many phones began to
ring; to try to get home early enough to spend time with his daughter. On her twelfth birthday.A
young woman, very, very tan, squeaky clean, with premature silver all through her long, sandy
hair, was standing before the dark, double-glazed windows.The woman appeared to be
watching 777 Third Avenue (the Building across and down Third Avenue), or perhaps she was



just staring at her own reflection.Bernard Siegel said, “One—how the hell did you get in here?
Two—who the hell are you? Three—please leave.”“My name is Carrie Rose.” The woman turned
to face him. She looked to be twenty-eight or twenty-nine, spectacularly poised and cool.“I’ve
come to make you an even more famous man than you are now. You are Siegel, aren’t you?”The
editor couldn’t hold back a slight smile, the smallest possible parting of thin, severe lips. She
called him “Siegel.”Damn these shameless, impudent young writers, he thought. Had she
actually slept in his office to get an interview? To give lucky him first crack at this year’s Fear of
Flying, or Flying, or The Flies!Squinting badly, pathetically, for a man under forty, Siegel studied
Carrie Rose. Mrs. Carrie Rose, he was to find out soon. Wife of Damian Rose. Soldier of fortune
herself.Under closer scrutiny, the young woman was striking, tall, and fashionably trim. Vogue-
ish.She had on large tortoiseshell eyeglasses that made her look more sharp-witted than she
probably was; the blue pin-striped suit was meant to keep Siegel off his guard, he was sure. An
old Indian dodge.“All right, I’m Siegel,” the nearsighted editor finally admitted. “I’m hardly famous.
And this sort of clever, gratuitous nonsense doesn’t cut it with me…. Please leave my office. Go
back and write one more draft of your wonderful book. Make a regular-hours appointment with
my—”“Oh, but you are famous, Bernard.” The woman interrupted him with an ingenue’s toothy
grin. “You’re so well known, in fact, that busy people like myself go to great inconvenience to give
you million-dollar book properties. Books that will make, at the very least, dents in history.”Siegel
laughed. A cruel little laugh, but she deserved it.“Only a million for it?”Carrie Rose laughed, too.
“Something like that.”She examined Siegel closely, then looked casually around his office at the
unmatched oak and pine bookcases on two of the walls; an Olivetti Lettera typewriter tucked
inside the banged-up rolltop desk, with sheafs of crisp white bond stacked neatly beside it; new,
shiny book jackets pinned to a cork board; manuscripts in different-color typewriter-paper
boxes.The editor.Siegel put down his briefcase, kicked off his loafers, and sat on his chair. He
gave her a long cold stare. “Well, where is this magnum opus?”“You haven’t had it ghostwritten
yet,” the young woman said. Carrie Rose. “Your writer’s source material will be a diary my
husband, Damian, and I kept last year. An unusual, very original diary that will cost you two
million dollars. It’s about… an awful nest of machete murders. Over a hundred of them.”The
pretty woman said it very coolly … “an awful nest of machete murders.”PART 1The Season of
the MacheteMarch–July, 1979Death in Lathrop WellsCHAPTER ONEDamian theorized that
within fifty years man would move onto and into the sea. San Dominica was only a very small
beginning. An exploratory expedition. Kid stuff. The people who engineered it didn’t understand
their own inner motivation … three-fifths of the world is water, and that was about to be fought
over on a staggering scale….The Rose DiaryFebruary 24, 1979; Lathrop Wells, NevadaAs the
stupid, piggy Chevrolet Impala floated through buzzard-infested desert, Isadore “the Mensch”
Goldman was thinking that he was slightly surprised there really was a state of Nevada.Every so
often, though, the Chevrolet passed a tin road sign with PROPERTY OF THE STATE OF
NEVADA stamped into it by some convict at Washoe County Jail.Once, Goldman even saw
some Nevadans: a woman and small children with frayed ankle boots, turquoise jewelry, faces



the color of pretzel sticks.Somewhere out here they tested H-bombs, the old man was thinking.
At Mercury, Nevada.Then the seventy-four-year-old’s mind went walking.He remembered
something itchy about the still-not-to-be-believed Bay of Pigs invasion. Then a very brief, fuzzy
association he’d had with Rafael Trujillo that same year: 1961.Goldman’s history. All leading up
to February 24, 1979. The biggest day of the old man’s life.Maybe.A man named Vincent “Zio”
Tuch was patting Isadore’s gray-striped banker’s trousers at one baggy knee. Death spots were
all over Tuch’s unsteady hand.“Bizee Izzee, what are you thinkin’?” Tuch rasped. “You thinkin’
this is a big-fashion setup, Izzie? That’s what I’m thinkin’.”“Aahh … I’m getting too damn old to
think all the time.” The consigliere casually dismissed the powerful old capo. It was a typically
stupid, if wellmeant, Mustache Pete question.Old Tuch told him to go make shit in his own pants
—which was also typical.Also typical was the fact that the caporegime smelled of cheap hair
tonic spilled over twenty-year-old dandruff.Goldman had flatly predicted that the final meeting at
Lathrop Wells would be ridiculous beyond human belief. Even he was surprised. It had the
consistency of Silly Putty. It looked like the opening scene of an Alfred Hitchcock movie.To begin
with, both sides arrived at the farm in the most absurd “anonymous-looking”
automobiles.Goldman watched and counted bodies through the green-tinted windows of his
own Impala.There were nine chauffeurs driving such cars as Mustangs, Wildcats, Hornets,
Cougars—even a Volkswagen Beetle.There were seven bodyguards, out-and-out Buster Crabbe
types.Eleven actual participants besides himself and the shriveling zombie Tuch.Somebody had
remarked at the last meeting that they didn’t want to have another Appalachia at Lathrop Wells:
twenty Cadillac Fleetwoods suddenly arriving at some deserted farmhouse. Drawing attention
from locals or the state police.So there were none of the usual big black cars at the meeting in
the Nevada desert.All of the twenty-seven men wore dark business suits, with the exception of
one Gucci-Pucci fag and Frankie “the Cat” Rao of Brooklyn, New York. Rao wore a black-and-
white-checked sports jacket, a sleazy open-necked electric blue shirt, white Bing Crosby
shoes.“Dirty azzhole,” old Tuch said. “Azzhole with all of his pinky rings.”“All very predictable,”
Isadore Goldman muttered. The old man lit up his first cigarette in more than eight months. Then
he headed inside, through hot, heavy air that smelled like horses.Inside the farmhouse it was air-
conditioned, thank God.A Fedders was blowing dust and what looked like cereal flakes all
around the rustic, low-ceilinged rooms.Goldman noticed the other side’s head man whisper
something to a younger man—his aide-decamp. The younger man looked a little like the
Hollywood actor Montgomery Clift.His name was Brooks Campbell, and he would be going to
the Caribbean for them.The older man, their side’s main spokesman, was Harold Hill. Harry the
Hack to the trade.Harold Hill had spent nearly ten years in Southeast Asia, and he had a certain
inscrutable look about him. Something intangible. Isadore Goldman suspected that Hill was a
pretty good killer for such an obvious loser type.Within ten minutes the thirteen important
negotiators had settled down comfortably around a widebeam table in the living room.
Characteristically, they had taken opposite sides at the big wooden table.Dark, slightly
European-looking men on one side.All-American football-player types on the other.“By way of a



brief introduction”—Goldman began the meeting after allowing just a snitch of small talk—“it was
agreed at the last meeting—January seventeenth—that if Damian and Carrie Rose were
available, they would be satisfactory contract operators for everybody concerned….”Goldman
peeked over his silver-rimmed eyeglasses. So far, no objections.“Consequently,” he continued,
“the Roses were contacted at a hotel in Paris. The St. Louis, it’s called. An old gun sellers’
hangout through several wars now.“The Roses were given one month to prepare an outline for a
plan that would achieve results agreeable to both sides at this table. They declined making an
appearance at this meeting, however.”The consigliere looked up again. He then began to read
from twenty-odd pages sent to him by the Roses. The pages outlined two rough plans for the
proposed operations. One plan was titled “Systematic Government Assassinations,” the other
was simply called “Machete.”Also included in the brief was a list of pros and cons for each
plan.In fact, what seemed to impress both sides gathered around the table—what had
impressed Goldman himself—was the seriousness with which both theoretical plans had been
approached and researched.They were referred to specifically as “rough,” “experimental,” but the
outline for each seemed obsessively airtight. Typically Damian Rose.“The final bid they put in for
this work,” Isadore Goldman reported, “is one point two million. I myself think it’s a fair estimate. I
think it’s low, in fact. … I also think this man Damian Rose is a genius. Perhaps the woman is,
too. Gentlemen?”Predictably, Frankie Rao had the first word on the plans.“Is that fuckin’ francs
or dollars, Izzie?” he shouted down the wooden plank table. “It’s fuckin’ dollars those loonie
tunes are talking about, isn’t it?”Goldman noticed that their man, Harold Hill, seemed startled
and upset by the New York mobster.The young man who looked like Montgomery Clift broke into
a toothpaste smile, however. Brooks Campbell. Good for you, Isadore Goldman thought. Smart
boy. Break the goddamn tensions down a little.For the first time since the meeting began, most
of the men at the long wooden table laughed. Both sides laughed like hell. Even Frankie Rao
began to howl.As the laughter died down, Goldman nodded to a dark-haired man who sat very
quietly at the far end of the table. Goldman then nodded at their side’s chief man, Harold
Hill.“Does the figure include all expenses?” was Hill’s only question. The young man-at his side,
Campbell, nodded as if this were his question, too.“It includes every expense,” Isadore Goldman
said. “The Roses expect this to take approximately one year to carry out. They’ll have to use
twenty to thirty other professionals along the way. A Who’s Who of the most elite
mercenaries.”“Dirt cheap.” The quiet, dark-haired man suddenly spoke in a deep, Senate floor
voice. The man was Charles Forlenza, forty-three-year-old don of the Forlenza Family. The boss
of bosses.“You’ve gotten us a good price and good people, Isadore. As I expected. … I can’t
speak for Mr. Hill, but I’m pleased with this work myself.”“The price is appropriate for this kind of
guerrilla operation.” Harold Hill addressed the don. “The Roses’ reputation for this sort of
complex, delicate work is excellent. I’m happy. Good.”At this point on February 24, 1979, the
United States, through a proprietary company called Great Western Air Transport, entered into
one of the more interesting alliances in its two-hundred-year history: a large-scale working
agreement with the Charles Forlenza Family of the West Coast. The Cosa Nostra.For both sides



it meant that they could immediately farm out some very necessary dirty work.Neither the United
States nor the Forlenzas wanted to soil their hands with what had to be done in the Caribbean
during 1979.That was why they had so very carefully sought out Damian and Carrie Rose. Les
Dements, as the couple was once called in Southeast Asia. The Maniacs.Two hours after the
meeting in southwestern Nevada—on the way back to Las Vegas—a silver-gray Buick Wildcat
stopped along a long stretch of flat, open highway. The youthful chauffeur of the car got out. He
went to the back door of the sedan and opened it. Then Melo Russo politely asked his boss to
get out of the car.“Who the fuck do you think you’re talking to?” Frankie Rao said to his driver, a
skinny young shark in reflector sunglasses.“All right, so fuck you, then,” Melo said.He fired three
times into the backseat of the Buick. Blood spattered all over the rear windows and slowly
misted down onto the light silver seat covers. Then Russo dragged Frankie the Cat’s body
outside and put it in the trunk of the car.It had been quietly decided at the farmhouse meeting
that Frankie Rao was an unacceptable risk for Harold Hill and the nice young man who looked
like Montgomery Clift.“Typical,” Isadore Goldman muttered somewhere out on the Nevada
desert.CHAPTER TWOOnce—in France, this was—in June or July—Damian had gone on a
tirade about how perfect our work in Cambodia and Vietnam had been. How it bothered the hell
out of him that no one could know. That there was no way to capitalize on the work … Funny
quirk (twist): In a French village, Grasse, we sat in an espresso house. Damian conversed in
English with a very polite street cleaner who spoke no English at all. He told the man every last
detail about the Caribbean adventure. “Genie! Demon! Non?” he said in French at the end of it.
The poor confused street cleaner smiled as if Damian were an insane little boy….The Rose
DiaryJune 11, 1979; ParisThree months after the Nevada meeting, in the fashionable St.-
Germain section of Paris, Damian Rose swung back and forth on a rope hammock from Au
Printemps. The hammock was tied to a heavy stonework terrace. The large pigeon-gray terrace
overlooked the Jardin des Tuileries, the Seine, the Louvre. The scenery of Paris was as pretty as
a Seurat painting this hazy morning.Lying there in the late spring sun, Rose indulged himself in
his one fatuous addiction: the reading of sensationalist newspapers and magazines.After
perusing The Boys from Brazil, then glancing at the opening stories in the Enquirer, the overseas
edition of Time magazine, and Soldier of Fortune, the elegant man rolled out of the hammock.
Inside his and Carrie’s apartment, he got out of a lamb’s-wool pullover and expensive cream
gabardines. Then he started to piece together the international costume of American students
abroad.He put on faded blue jeans, a police blue work-shirt, lop-heeled Frye boots, and, finally,
a red cowboy neckerchief. He applied light makeup to his eyes. Fitted a long dark wig over his
own shorter hair.Today Damian Rose was going to play the part of a professor from the
Sorbonne.He had to buy a small supply of drugs in Les Halles: amphetamines, cocaine, Thai
sticks. Then off to meet with a mercenary soldier who called himself the Cuban.Tucking the
workshirt tightly into Jockey shorts and zipping up his jeans, Damian walked through a living
room overflowing with Broadway and Haymarket theater paraphernalia.Then out the apartment’s
front door with a bang.“Bonjour,” he said to an emmerdeuse named Marie, an ancient woman



who was always reading newspapers in the light of the hallway window.Then boots clomped
down marble stairs to a circular courtyard inside the building itself.Damian climbed into a small
black convertible in the courtyard. He left the convertible’s top up. Windows partially up. Visors
down. He put on blue air force-style sunglasses.The sports car rolled out of the yard’s black
ironwork gates, and Rose started to hum an old song he liked very much—sweet “Lili Marlene.”It
was a brilliantly clear and warm spring day now. White as paper.The sweet smell of French
bread baking filled the air on the narrow side streets.As the shiny black car turned onto the
boulevard St.-Germain, a bicyclist—a healthy-looking girl in an oatmeal tank top—strained her
long, swanlike neck to see the face of the young man behind the sun-dappled windshield.The
pretty girl wasn’t quite fast enough.As of June 1979, no one who shouldn’t would know what the
face of Damian Rose looked like.April 24, 1979, TuesdayMachete 3 Guilty!CHAPTER
THREEBookkeeping … over the course of the year, we had to hire over a hundred different
people. We paid out nearly $600,000 in overhead expenses. We paid forgers from Brussels,
counterfeiters, gun salesmen from East Germany and the United States, informers, dope
peddlers, whores, pickpockets, American intelligence men, top mercenaries like Kingfish Toone,
Blinkie Tomas (the Cuban), Clive Lawson. And not one of these people was ever told exactly
what it was that we were putting together in the Caribbean….The Rose DiaryThe saying “Mad
dogs and Englishmen” refers obliquely to the fact that our sun will cook you like bacon. Beware!
Sign on beach at Turtle BayApril 24, 1979; Coastown, San DominicaTuesday. The First Day of
the Season.Not by coincidence, April 24 marked the end of the most spectacularly newsworthy
trial ever held on the eighty-one-by-thirty-nine-mile Caribbean island of San Dominica.Parts of
the pyrotechnic high court scene were hard to imagine or describe.For a beginning, the tiny,
plain courtroom was packed to its high, square beam rafters. The room was as noisy as a
sporting event. The slow-turning fans on the ceiling, like the ones in the movie Casablanca, were
a sharp contrast to the frenzied atmosphere. The most perversely interesting of the defendants
was fifteen-year-old Leon Rachet.The five-foot-six-inch teenager had a slate black, intelligent
face that was at the same time piggy and cruel. He had long black cornbraids that were sopping
wet all through the trial, dripping at the ends like frayed rope hanging in the rain.Every five
minutes the boy’s grandmother, his guardian, punctuated the final proceedings with a loud,
pitiful scream from her seat in the courtroom gallery. “Leon!” she shouted. “My bway Leon! Oh,
no, son!”“You are murdering curs without any shame.” The seventy-year-old judge, Andre Dowdy,
lectured the teenager and the two grown men standing beside him.“I feel no mercy toward any of
you. Not even toward you, boy. I consider you all mad dogs….”Flanking Rachet, thirty-year-old
Franklin Smith aimlessly shifted his weight from one orange work-boot to the other; Chicki Holt—
father of fourteen children by five women, the local newspaper liked to reprint with every new
story on the trial—just stared up at the plain white ceiling and watched the slow fans. Frankly
Chicki was bored.Eight months earlier the same three men had stood outside a stammering
Volkswagen Superbug one mile from the country town of New Burg. They’d robbed an American
tourist, Francis Ci-choski, a fireman from Waltham, Massachusetts, on a golfing vacation.At the



end of the broad-daylight holdup, one of the three blacks had knocked the white man down with
the business side of a sugar-cane machete. The blow had killed Cichoski instantly. Then the
man’s crew-cut head had been chopped off and left lying on its cheek on the blacktop road.In
the eight months that followed, the motivation for the murder had been described as racial
unrest; economic unrest; sex unrest; blood lust; obeah; soul music and kinky reggae; insanity;
and, finally, the unsubtle beginning of a terrifying Pan-Caribbean revolution. These were not
mutually exclusive, it was understood.Recently, however, San Dominican’s prime minister, Joe
Walthey, had simplified the sociological aspects of the crime.“No matter what else,” the
dictatorial black said over rolling, blipping island TV, “these men must hang, or this island shall
never find peace with itself again. Mark my words on this.“The life of Francis Cichoski must be
avenged,” Walthey repeated three times before he finally faded from the television screen.At
10:30 A.M. Judge Andre Dowdy read his verdict in an unsteady, emotion-packed voice.“All three
of you men—Franklin Smith, Donald ‘Chicki’ Holt, Leon Elmore Rachet,” he read, “are found
guilty of the murder as presented in evidence before me and this court. All of you will be taken to
the Russville jail, and there be hanged no more than one week from today. May God have mercy
on your souls. And on my own.”“An’ on yo’ ahss, too!” young Leon Rachet suddenly screamed
out in the hushed courtroom. “An’ on yo’ ahss, Dowdy mon.”Franklin Smith turned to the
teenager, winced, and said, “Oohh, Leon, mon.”At 10:40 the dull gray roof of the Potts Rum
Factory blew off like a slapstick comedian’s hat; then flashes of leaping flames of orange and red
fired up into the balmy clear blue sky.Literally within minutes, the Coastown factory was gone; an
entire block of the capital was hopelessly ablaze.At precisely 11:00 two white foremen were
beaten senseless with ball bats at the Cow Park Bauxite Mines.A hundred car windows were
smashed in an executive parking lot.The executive dining room was rushed, and all the prime
ribs and hot fried chicken were either taken away or destroyed.Inside the courtroom in
Coastown, meanwhile, Franklin Smith and Chicki Holt screamed obscenely at Judge Dowdy.
Their already hoarse, long-haired American lawyer screamed at the elderly judge, too. They
called him “mama’s man”; “runny ass”; “shit pussy”; “blood clot.”Young Leon Rachet stood by
quietly, simply watching. He reached inside his back pocket and produced a black beret for his
sweaty head. At fifteen he fancied himself part Huey P. Newton, part Selassie, part Che.During
the mad courtroom screaming, he turned to Franklin Smith and told the older man to shut his
“black nager-boy mout.”Strangely, the thirty-year-old man did as he was told.Outside the cigar-
box courthouse, the reggae singer Bob Marley was being blasted from loudspeakers on top of a
rainbow-colored VW van.Marley and his Wailers also yelled out of oversize transistor radios
along the crowded palm-tree-lined sidewalks.Angry black faces screamed at the courthouse
building as if it were alive. Rude boys in the crowd carried posters promoting the cause of the
revolutionary colonel Monkey Dred, and also of His Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie. Pretty,
innocent-faced schoolchildren waved beautiful hand-painted banners—GO HOME ADMIRAL
NELSON, GO HOME LAURENCE ROCKEFELLER; SAN DOMINICA A BLACK
REPUBLIC.Shiny-faced city policemen marched up Court Street behind see-through riot



shields. People threw ripe fruit at the police. Mangoes, green coconuts, small melons.A nut-
skinned man in army fatigues ran up to a TV camera and made a bizarre, contorted face into the
lens. “Aaahh deangerous!” he shouted, and became famous across the world.At 11:15 a row of
five Hertz rentals was blown up with plastique at Robert F. Kennedy Airport outside Coastown.At
11:30 the three black murderers were led out onto the shiny white courthouse porch.The San
Dominican terrors were about to begin in earnest.Fifteen-year-old Leon Rachet had on a Day-
Glo flowered shirt and dark Tonton Macoute sunglasses. His black beret was tipped slightly over
one eye. Deangerously.At first Rachet smiled broadly as he waved his handcuffed hands high
over his head like a prizefight winner. Then, as the police shoved him down the glaring white
steps, the boy began literally to scream at the sky.“Dred kill yo’, mon! Monkey kill al you’! Slit al
yo’ troats.” Over and over the boy screamed out the name of an island revolutionary.“Monkey
Dred slit me own auntie’s troat. Ay-ee! Ay-ee!”Suddenly a well-dressed black man in the crowd
screamed out above all the other noise. “Gee-zass, mon. Oh, Gee-zass Ky-rist!”Someone had
thrown a sun-catching, silver Fris-bee high up into the air. It curved down into the crowd around
the handcuffed murderers.As fifteen-year-old Leon Rachet reached the bottom of the
courthouse steps, where the back door of a black police Rover was flung open to receive him,
his eyes turned up toward the suddenly descending silver Frisbee—and a white man in a
Panama suit and hat stepped out of the crowd and fired three shots into the mad boy’s
face.Carrie Rose watched the strange, possessed teenager crumple up and fall. She was
among the large group of white tourists behind police lines. She hoped the rest of the terrors
would go as smoothly as this one had.Robert F. Kennedy Airport; Coastown,
SanDominicaTuesday Evening.At 9:45 that night, an American Airlines Boeing 727 began its
light, feathery approach down into San Dominica’s Robert F. Kennedy Airport.The massive silver
plane glided in amazingly low over the blue-black Caribbean.Big red lights blinked at one-
second intervals on the plane’s wings and tail. The red lights reflected beautifully off the dark
blue sea.Hidden in blackness beside a filling station near runway two, Damian Rose watched
the pretty landing with considerable interest. He ran through his final plan one more
time.Meanwhile, out on runway one, the tires of the 727 were already touching down with the
slightest bump and grind. A half-stoned calypso band began to play up near the main
terminal.The airplane’s wheels screeched as its brakes and thrust-reversal system took hold.
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Dede Blanchette, “Older James Patterson. It was very good, just not as great as his newer
books, but this was one of his first.I read it because He is phenomenal now and I am attempting
to read ALL of his books!”

greygator, “Just the beginning.... OK, If you're a Patterson fan and looking for an earlier book, this
one is it. Harder to find, his early books were not the smash hits of today. Some of his early
books went wide of the mark but this one seems to be the beginning of his throw it out and reel it
in genre. The murders, the twists, the travel and the cat and mouse game are all here. You can
just see where his mind went from here.”

Mandy R, “Not same cover. Pretty good condition. But different cover from image”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A good read bearing in mind it's an early Patterson who .... A good read
bearing in mind it's an early Patterson who had not at that time got "into his stride".”
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